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STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Lifting single-acting
hydraulic cylinder

Hardox steel cutting edge

Quick coupling mechanical supportNeoprene bumpers to provide impact protection

High beams N. 2 double acting hydraulic cylinders
to open/close the blade



V-PLOW SNOWPLOW PKV

OPTIONAL FEATURES

Led lights with extendable mobile support Neoprene scraping knife

12 Volt electrohydraulic unit push-button pannel

 

Bipolar electric cable
for electrical connection to the vehicle battery

Kit complete with blade attachment 
for 4x4 mini-trucks of the VEM Italia

Kit complete with blade attachment 
for Mitsubishi L200 series Pick-Up

code 5410015

code 5410013

code 5410016

code 5413122

code 5410040

code 5410012



SNOW SERVICE S.R.L.
Via dell’ Industria, 34 - 41013, Castelfranco Emilia (MO), ITALIA

MADE-IN-ITALY

Classification
Snowplough for pick-up and trucks cat. N1 with PTT ≤ 3000 kg.

Operation
Hydraulic, with hydraulic cylinders, on the one hand, for right and left orienting and on the other hand, for down and falling movement of the 
snowplough.

Energy source
It is possible to install a 12 V electro hydraulic central unit on the snowplough (supplement). In alternative, you can choose a specific hydraulic 
system realized on the vehicle..

Commands for the movement
Radio remote control (it’s an integral part of the electro hydraulic central unit). In alternative, remote control with cable (if you have as energy 
source the specific hydraulic system realized on the vehicle).

Accessories: standard version
Mechanical support for quick coupling (this support will be installed by our operators),  ,blade in stainless steel, flag unit, auxiliary spotlight kit 
and parking feet, N°2 cylinder for open wings, n°1 cylinder for lifting.

Optional features
Led side clearance light, aileron in stainless steel, electro hydraulic central unit 12 V with radio remote control, bipolar cable complete of protec-
tion fuse for connection of the central unit to the vehicle battery, blade in Vulkollan, complete attachment kit for pick-up and 4x4 mini- trucks.
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